Issues surrounding end-of-life decision-making

Abstract: End-of-life decision-making is a complex process that can be extremely challenging. We describe a 42-year-old woman in an irreversible coma without an advance directive. The case serves to illustrate the complications that can occur in end-of-life decision-making and challenges in resolving difficult futility disputes. We review the role of advance directives in planning end-of-life care, the responsibility and historical performance of patient surrogates, the genesis of futility disputes, and approaches to resolving disputes.
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Case vignette

A 42-year-old female was admitted to the intensive care unit for an acute, massive subdural hematoma complicated by brainstem herniation following an accidental fall. She had been on hemodialysis for 10 years for renal failure due to diabetic nephropathy. She had multiple thrombotic occlusions of large vessels associated with dialysis catheters and was placed on long-term anticoagulation (warfarin) therapy. She was denied for kidney transplant due to medication compliance issues.

Upon admission, she underwent emergent evacuation of the hematoma. Although the operation went well, postoperatively she was ventilator-dependent and in a persistent coma. She subsequently developed multiorgan failure and her dialysis catheter became nonfunctional. After repeated attempts to restore line patency, the interventional radiologists concluded that her vessels were so diseased that further attempts would unlikely be successful. Her neurologists, meanwhile, concluded that her brain was so damaged that she would not recover consciousness. She unfortunately had no advance directive to guide end-of-life decision-making. Her husband, her surrogate decision-maker, requested everything possible continue to be done, including invasive interventions to sustain life. The care team felt invasive measures would not be in her best interest, as further interventions could inflict trauma and would not change her outcome. A futility dispute ensued. After extensive face-to-face communications between the care team and the patient’s family, and multiple care conferences with involvement of the institutional ethics committee, the patient’s surrogate and family had a better understanding of the nature of the patient’s condition and the limitations of modern interventional/life-sustaining devices. Ultimately, consensus was reached on providing comfort care for the patient. Here, we review key issues surrounding end-of-life decision making with emphasis on the role of advance directives and surrogates in the process and approaches to resolving futility disputes.
Advance directive

An advance directive is a set of instructions recognized under state law in reference to the provision of health care when the individual is incapacitated. It communicates one’s wishes to family, friends, and health care professionals in the event of becoming unable to voice one’s own wishes. Ideally, upon completion of an advance directive, the individual should review the contents with his/her care provider to clarify his/her general wishes. Advance directives may also include durable powers of attorney, a document designating a surrogate decision-maker if the individual is incapacitated. Although typically written, verbal advance directives are valid in most states.

In 1990, Congress passed the Patient Self-Determination Act to promote patients’ rights for making decisions regarding their medical care even when decisional capacity is lost. Under this law, Medicare and Medicaid providers are required to inform all patients of their right to accept or refuse medical interventions, their rights regarding advance directives, and institutional policies addressing the withholding and/or withdrawal of life support.

The key role for an advance directive in end-of-life care is demonstrated in a study by Silveira et al showing that patients with advance directives are much more likely to receive end-of-life care consistent with their preferences; 83.2% of patients who requested limited care received it and 97.1% who requested comfort care received it. Those patients died in hospitals (38.9%), homes (27.3%), or nursing homes (24.5%). Other studies also show a reduction in resource utilization in patients with advance directives. The lower resource utilization, including less use of life-sustaining treatment, greater use of hospice care, and less likelihood of terminal hospitalization, did not seem to affect the perceived quality of end-of-life care. Thus, the growing consensus is that every adult, regardless of age, should consider preparing an advance directive because unforeseeable accidents can and do occur, as in this case.

Despite advance directives being advocated, a majority of the population in the United States do not have advance directives. In fact, an American Association of Retired Persons poll in 2008 found that despite 92% of adults having heard of living wills, only 36% actually completed one. Although the usage of advance directives increases with age, the rate of completing advance directives paradoxically decreases with declining health status. This paradox might involve denial, fear of obtaining less than maximal medical attention if end-of-life care preferences are declared as nonaggressive, or considering the designation of a surrogate as sufficient.

In our case, the patient did not have an advance directive, and the care team looked to her surrogate, her husband, for establishing goals of care. In reality, however, all family members were intimately involved in the decision process and collectively functioned as the surrogate.

The surrogate

A surrogate, also termed a proxy, is a person designated by the durable powers of attorney, who speaks for the patient. If there is no predesignated surrogate, the patient’s legal guardian will automatically assume the role. In the absence of a legal guardian, a spouse, by default, becomes the surrogate, followed by an adult son or daughter, either parent, an adult sibling, an adult grandchild, a close friend and, lastly, the guardian of the estate if none of the former is available. The specific sequence may vary by state.

The surrogate’s responsibility is to implement the patient’s advance directive when available. In the absence of an advance directive, the surrogate should implement the patient’s known preferences. If the patient’s preferences are unknown, the surrogate should advocate for the patient’s welfare and make decisions in the best interest of the patient. Having an advance directive does not automatically mean that the patient declines aggressive intervention. Some individuals may prefer not to state their explicit wishes and thus may grant the surrogate a higher level of authority. In other cases, individuals may have very specific instructions for the surrogate, stating specifically what needs to be done when the time comes, including how end-of-life decisions might be made, what other individual(s) may be involved to help the surrogate with decision-making, and what specific values and preferences the surrogate is expected to follow. Regardless of the level of authority granted, an ideal surrogate should always participate in collaborative decision-making with the care providers. If a surrogate avoids communication or requests interventions that are clearly not considered in the patient’s best interest, counseling should be provided. If counseling is unsuccessful, replacement of the surrogate should be considered.

Ideally a surrogate makes a decision for a patient on the basis of substituted judgment. That is, the surrogate makes the decision he/she feels the patient would make. In order to exercise substituted judgment, the surrogate must have a good understanding of the patient’s values and medical preferences. It is critically important that the patient and surrogate discuss the key issues before the patient loses decisional capacity. It need not take place in conjunction with completion of the advance directive but must, nevertheless,
be held. Difficulty arises when end-of-life decisions must be made when the surrogate has not had previous clear conversation with the patient. The surrogate must then try to distill their perhaps limited knowledge of the patient’s values into a decision under intensely stressful circumstances. Historically, surrogate performance has been less than optimal in these cases. Hines et al interviewed 42 patient-surrogate pairs and found that surrogates often lack the information needed to serve as a surrogate decision-maker, mainly due to their failure to obtain the patient’s specific views on end-of-life values and preferences. A systematic review by Shalowitz et al also indicated that surrogates predict treatment desired by patients with only 68% accuracy. Emotional closeness, stress, and religious beliefs are some of the reasons for deviating from representing the patient’s true desires. In the era of heavy social media, surrogates are not immune to unfounded and sensational anecdotes, which may give surrogates unrealistic hope with regard to therapies and recovery. Surrogates may occasionally have tenets that involve the expectation of a miracle. Clearly outlined and frequently updated advance directives, discussed with family and surrogates, can minimize these pitfalls. Without such information, the surrogate is left to make a decision by the best interest standard, ie, the surrogate must make a decision based upon what the surrogate believes is best for the patient. As described below, the lack of advance directives can be a source of futility disputes.

In our case, the family indicated that they had no prior discussion with the patient regarding end-of-life care. Given the patient’s loss of mental capacity and multiorgan failure, the care team considered comfort care to be justified. However, the patient’s family rejected the recommendation and expressed a strong feeling that a miracle would occur and the patient would regain consciousness and recover. Based on this hope, they requested continuation of unlimited life-sustaining measures, including dialysis, vasopressor drips, mechanical ventilation, and resuscitation for cardiac arrest. Despite being repeatedly informed that these measures would not alter the patient’s outcome, the family persisted in their requests. The care team felt the family’s expectations to be unrealistic and their demands unreasonable. Opposing beliefs regarding the patient’s prognosis and goals of care resulted in a futility dispute.

**Futility disputes**

A futility dispute occurs when physicians and the patient’s family or surrogate have opposite views on what kind of care is appropriate for the patient; typically, the physicians consider aggressive care to be futile and comfort care appropriate, while the patient’s family or surrogate disagree. Futility disputes touch upon multiple aspect of care-related issues. They involve moral judgments on what constitutes ethical care, the obligation to preserve both the patient’s and physician’s autonomy, and distinguishing an effect in an organ from an actual improvement in patient outcome.

Prior to the intensive care era, patients succumbed to organ failure without organ replacement therapy. There was no burden on physicians or families to choose the type of terminal care modality. With the advent of the medical intensive care units and modern technology, prolonging life by artificial life support devices became possible. The existence of mechanical ventilation for respiratory failure, dialysis for renal failure, and intra-aortic balloon pump and artificial heart for end-stage heart failure and more, fosters a growing perception that modern medicine is capable of exerting control over life and death. However, in many cases, artificial life support serves only to prolong the patient’s dying process without providing any overall benefits, especially for those with permanent loss of mental capacity and multiorgan failure. After an initial period of overzealous use of organ replacement support, physicians have recognized their limitations. A study by Prendergast and Luce showed that the rate of withholding or withdrawing life support almost doubled from the period of 1987–1988 to 1992–1993 (51% to 90%).

In the Internet era, the general public is well versed on the crisis in health care financing and reimbursement. Physician recommendations to limit or withdraw medical interventions near the end-of-life may be perceived as being motivated by cost containment, which can erode trust between physicians and the general public. This phenomenon may be exacerbated by the fact that the acute care physicians typically have no prior relationship with the patient, communication between physicians and patients’ family on end-of-life care is often inadequate, and there is continued controversy regarding what constitutes futility, despite attempts to define it. Not surprisingly, recent studies show that two thirds of surrogate decision-makers would not believe a doctor if informed that treatment was futile, and nearly 75% of the public believe that they have the right to demand care not recommended by physicians. Taken together, diminished trust in physician judgment and failure to recognize limitations of modern life support systems by the public set the stage for futility disputes. In our case, due to the differences in the view of the patient’s outcome, the dispute reached an impasse that had to be resolved.
Resolving futility disputes

The consequences of unresolved or suboptimally resolved futility disputes are multiple. First, they generate or perpetuate dissatisfaction among the patient’s surrogate and family in the medical care provided, as the clinical condition in terminally ill patients tends to deteriorate over time. Second, providing invasive care to a corporeal being with no hope of recovery creates emotional and moral distress in care providers, as active interventions may violate the patient’s autonomy and providers may consider themselves agents of harm.9 Lastly, continuation of intensive care for permanently unconscious and terminally ill patients potentially diverts health care resources from patients with reversible illnesses.18–21

Although several approaches have been applied, futility disputes are, in general, best resolved through surrogate-care provider collaboration.9 Unilateral decision-making by the surrogate or physician is much less optimal. Blindly following the surrogate’s wishes is not always in the patient’s best interest and most surrogates tend to request “do everything possible”. Although in some circumstances, this achieves nothing more than inflicting bodily injury on the patient, it should be ensured the request is further clarified and the rationale appropriately explored.22 Patient care providers, on the other hand, tend to recommend comfort care for patients without a prospect of regaining consciousness and those who are terminally ill.23 Disregarding the surrogate’s requests can lead to dissatisfaction and potential legal issues. In the United States, Texas is the only state where health care providers are granted power to refuse patient-requested or surrogate-requested treatment that the provider deems inappropriate. Although unilateral decisions by doctors and hospital committees are permitted, the Texas law is being applied only as a last resort.24 Early experience showed that decisions rendered under the law were in favor of the surrogates’ views in fewer than 10% of cases.25 Whether the law ensures fair deliberation needs to be more rigorously examined. Other care facilities, without a law similar to that in Texas, turn to the courts to resolve futility disputes. Unfortunately, this route often proves wanting. For example, in August 2010, the Superior Court of New Jersey declined to rule in an end-of-life care case, citing lack of benefit in judicial intervention in such medically complicated disputes.26 Therefore, every effort should be made to resolve a futility dispute in a surrogate-provider collaborative manner, which has been the strategy utilized in the majority of disputes.9

A resolution born out of surrogate-provider collaboration can be time-consuming and require a stepwise strategy and coordinated team approach. Agreement rate is low at the initial discussion, but increases with repeated interactions. Siegel has proposed a useful outline on how to approach surrogates and family members, emphasizing the importance of frequent meetings, thoroughly answering questions and concerns, and tailoring approaches to individual family situations.27 Patients who have strong religious beliefs underlying their rationale will benefit from acknowledgment of their beliefs.28 Multiple institutional resources should be utilized to facilitate communication and mutual understanding. Social workers can help with understanding the disease process and facilitate care delivery.29 The ethics committee interacts with both the patient’s family and physicians to ensure a fair process in which the patient’s rights are respected and their welfare is protected.27 Palliative care service can also be consulted and can help with establishing the goals of care. These strategies can improve the probability of reaching adequate goals of care in a mutually understanding manner.

In this case, a social worker had been actively working with the patient’s family. The team also involved the ethics committee, which worked closely with all parties to promote communication and shared decision-making. Another care conference was convened which included the multidisciplinary care team, the patient’s family (the surrogate husband, her parents, three sisters, two brothers, and two cousins), an ethics committee representative, nurses, a social worker, and a chaplain. The medical team reiterated the grim prognosis and proposed comfort care for the patient. The patient’s family initially persisted in continuing all interventions on grounds that “God will cure her all the way”. The conference was initially hostile and emotionally intense. Some family members accused the physicians of never having experienced their circumstance, not believing in the “powers of God”, and of giving up. The medical team persisted in its view, emphasizing the irreversible nature of her condition, respect for her dignity, and avoiding further harm at near end-of-life. The care team responded to all of the family’s questions with detailed and thorough explanations in an empathic and emotionally supportive manner. The nearly two-hour meeting concluded with the family’s consensus on do-not-resuscitate and no further invasive procedure for dialysis line placement. The family was not ready for comfort care and the providers respected their wishes.

Following the conference, palliative service was consulted. The palliative care team continued daily dialog with the patient’s family and provided updates on the patient’s condition. Ultimately, consensus was reached for providing comfort care to our patient. She was extubated and expired peacefully.
Comments
This case illustrates the complications that can occur without an advance directive and the challenges of resolving difficult futility disputes. Nearly half of patients lose decision-making capacity near the end of their life and over two thirds of this half face choices on specific end-of-life treatment options. The choices are often made by the patient’s surrogate and family, with whom the care providers must work closely to deliver end-of-life care. Given the negative clinical, ethical, and legal implications of unresolved futility disputes, it is important for clinicians to be knowledgeable about the utility of advance directives, the role and responsibility of designated surrogates, and options and institutional resources that can be utilized to facilitate conflict resolution. Better communication and understanding of the capacity and limitations of life-sustaining devices can ameliorate dissatisfaction and facilitate delivery of end-of-life care best representing the patient’s preferences.
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